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What sets you apart from the other candidates?

I have a strong evidence based and scrutinized peer reviewed validation of my theory in
business communications and leadership science. I am building a good Stewardship platform
campaign centered around empowerment culture and interactive conflict resolution
management systems with committed interactive conflict resolution management systems
coaches, personal trainers, mediators, educators, as a wing branch to our traditional
government in Oregon to provide extra support in community building, civil justice and
environmental justice, Restorative Justice plus inclusivity by bringing more communities and
populations to the table to increase Quality of life for all Oregonians not just for a few as a
statewide, national, global group and self actualization transformative leadership system.
Oregonians can become excellent Good Stewardship and Good Samaritan (s) as leaders and
as team players within a stakeholder and executive role modeling for our future.

What are your top three priorities and plans to address them?

Environmental Justice: the Good Stewardship platform campaign means to inclusively commit to
green zone behavior in lifestyle choices and responsibilities to manifest quality of life for all
Oregonians and their environment, communities and neighbors.

Restorative justice: the Good Stewardship platform campaign means to be well informed
communities to practice environmental friendly, humanitarian aid communities while creating
preventive action and intervention process, and provide freedom of choice simultaneously for all
Oregonians leaving no community behind. This includes incarcerated populations as a
community and as imprisonment communities...increasing Quality of life and quality care for all
communities.

Education and Business (Economic) Justice:  the Good Stewardship platform campaign means
to increase service learning campuses and humanitarian aid communities tax exempt, no
charge services, products, clinics, and residencies to established a Quality of life for all
Oregonians as an excellent return of investment components for sharing the wealth, water
management into recycling ENERGY, and progress through evidence based research and
empathy and emotional  intelligence evidence based validation research by our professionals in
our bottom lines, as a leadership to leadership model. Circular motion effective and most
excellent Quality of life for all Oregonians' productivity. The daily routines of liberation and green
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zone lifestyle choices that can be practiced by all Oregonians through needs and motivation
assessments of the Transformative and Actualization system of Maslow.  With the additional
theories of Cleanliness, Modernization, Smart technologies, and cutting edge innovations
intellectual properties that all Oregonians have the right and basic human right to exercise as a
group actualization transformative leadership system.

What one accomplishment are you most proud of and why?

This Good Stewardship platform campaign in this race. I am the first Black woman Governor
Candidate to register as a major party in the primaries. Regardless of whether I come in last
place or first place as a candidate, I am in the race with a campaign that is peer reviewed,
validated by my mentors, and established by my intellectual properties as a humanitarian aid
community's systematic process. It is truly a system I built from the inspiration of faith, love, and
hope for our future pushing through our challenges and struggles for sharing the wealth of
resources and quality of life interactions for the environment and biodiversity population. It is
one of my greatest arrivals (accomplishments).

Why should Central Oregonians vote for you?

Central Oregon, do you believe that Good Stewardship means social responsibility for
resources, information, technology and environmental justice which includes community
partnerships and collaborations, collective approach to sustainability, recreation,  and building.
Then, my Good Stewardship platform campaign is the right fit for Central Oregon.  Do you want
to sit at the table and present your action plan, negotiate, mediate, win/win solutions,
collaborate, seek green zone lifestyle choices and responsibilities to manifest this day forward
them …then it is time for us to all sit at the table and build Interdependent relationships
symbiotic precedence over the years leaving no community, culture or individual behind.
Assessing needs and motivations, voting and addressing innovative best practices that are least
invasive or least resistant. Begins, in this leadership, and action plan, vision, mission, and trade
offs.


